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Grand Champion Ten Ears of Corn of Indiana State Corn Show

held at Purdue, January, 1913. Pronounced by all judges to be the best ten ears of corn that were ever shown. Notice the uniformity, shape of ears, straightness of rows, kernel uniformity, kernel shape, depth of kernels, and filling out of tips and butts. This sample of corn certainly shows the work of corn breeding. It was ruled out on a technical point at the National Corn Exposition at Columbia, South Carolina. It was by odds the best sample there, which is easily understood, by the fact that it had previously beaten the sample in the State Show that won the National Sweepstakes.
ANNOUNCEMENT

THIS, our 1913 supplement; is gotten out to accompany our last year's catalog. On account of having on hand quite a number of catalogs, and getting out new ones necessitates a lot of repetition, we are using this supplement to embody the work we have done this last year.

Our 1912 crop was the best crop of corn we ever raised. This is plainly demonstrated by the fact that we were able to win the Grand Sweepstakes in the hottest contested corn show that was ever held.

Our Vogler's White Dent

yielded on forty acres an average of 85 bushels, while our Reid's Yellow Dent and Flesh Colored Corn fell only a little below.

Our seed house, which in efficient service is without a peer in this state, is filled to overflowing with the very finest quality of hand selected seed corn. This corn was all selected in the fall at husking time, and was thoroughly cured before any low temperatures.

Last year we satisfied over 500 customers and the list to whom we returned their checks reached into the hundreds. We could not near supply the demand for Vogler's seed corn. This year we almost doubled the number of racks we previously had and will try and furnish seed for all of our customers.

We wish to say that our utmost effort is made to please our customers, guaranteeing satisfaction, and giving ten days for testing, and if not satisfied, return the corn at our expense and your money will be refunded. We do not guarantee our seed to grow because so many conditions affect the growing—climatic conditions, depth of planting, regularity of planters, cultivation, etc.—but under favorable conditions you can expect from ninety-five to
one hundred per cent stand. We solicit your custom and will give your order prompt attention.

Yours for better corn,

L. A. VOGLER & SON.

---

**Prices and Terms**

Although we won the State Championship and had the best sample at the National Show, we did not raise our prices. They are the same as they were last year, and are the same for each of the varieties, viz: Vogler’s White Dent, Reid’s Yellow Dent and Flesh Colored Corn:

For the finest selected ears from which we picked our

  own seed and show corn  $5.00 per bushel

Orders of ten bushels or more  4.50 per bushel
Shelled corn, any sized order  2.50 per bushel

Barrels and bags free. No order taken for less than one-half bushel. Money MUST accompany order, and ten days are given for inspection and testing and if corn is not found satisfactory return it at our expense and money will be refunded. Our shelled corn is handled and treated the same as our ear corn, but the ears are not quite so uniform, the type is as good and the germinating quality is as good. This corn is hand nibbed by expert corn men, then shelled and graded, and is ready for the planter. You need not be afraid of our shelled corn.
Remember that the best seed corn is the cheapest and that our seed corn is **BEST - BY - TEST**

Last year we absolutely satisfied over 500 customers. We can please you. Give us your order. You take no risk whatever, because if the corn is not perfectly satisfactory you may return it at our expense and receive your money. L. A. VOGLER & SON.